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size: 700mblanguage: english hindiquality
: 720p brrip x264movie : the final
destination 4 2009 story.while nick and
lori are celebrating their one-year
anniversary, nick's premonition comes
true. during their trip, lori is killed in a car
accident, while nick escapes with just a
broken leg. nick later learns from an old
friend, earl "giz" grimsley, who also had a
premonition of the accident, that the
other three, who perished in the crash,
are standing next to him now. size:
700mblanguage: english hindiquality :
720p brrip x264movie : the final
destination 4 2009 story.nick has a
premonition that he will die in a car
accident the next day. when he meets up
with his friends lori milligan and her
fiancé hunt wynorski, they are planning
their wedding. hunt wants to take a
detour to a cabin on his familys land. nick
and hunt are talking about hunt's past
when a loud pop is heard. a car is in a
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head-on collision with a semi-truck. nick
manages to escape unharmed, but hunt
and lori are killed in the crash. nick is now
certain that death will claim him on his
twenty-first birthday. size:
700mblanguage: english hindiquality :
720p brrip x264movie : the final
destination 4 2009 story.in a quiet street,
a woman is murdered and left in the
middle of the road. she is picked up by
tow truck driver carter daniels and his
girlfriend nadia monroy. nadia convinces
carter to take her to the hospital, but he
stops at a gas station. when carter and
nadia leave the station, they are attacked
by an unknown man. in a parking lot, a
car crashes into a gas pump and
explodes. carter and nadia jump into a
truck, which is followed by a truck
carrying a shipment of cigarettes. nadia
thinks she has outwitted death, but when
the truck rolls over her, she dies. carter
drives a short distance away, where a
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guardrail kills him. the truck is driven into
a forest by a man named earl "giz"
grimsley, a former tow truck driver. giz is
accompanied by his dog mr. fox. giz and
mr. fox find the driver of the car, an
alcoholic named harold tressler. while
they wait for harold to sober up, giz and
mr. fox find a suitcase containing a tape
recorder. the tape includes the voices of
three people, all of whom died in the
accident. the tape also contains a
recording of an unidentified woman, who
was murdered and left on a road.
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steve is taken to the hospital in the
ambulance where kim and her boyfriend

are taken to. as they are leaving the
hospital, kim sees a dog in the road and
her boyfriend grabs the dog; he is then
dragged and left at the side of the road.
nearby, steve is also killed by the truck
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driver, who then leaves his semi-trailer
behind in the middle of the road. in the

final vision, kimberly is trapped in a
burning building, where she is rescued by
the driver of the semi-trailer. in a vision,
while at a restaurant, kim speaks with

rick and sarah about kim’s premonitions.
kim tells them that her visions usually tell

her about people who are about to die,
usually in a traumatic or fatal way. she
sees them killed but then they are fine
after she leaves and they seem to have
no memories of their death. the movie is

the sequel of the movie final destination 2
which is released in the year 2003. it is

the fourth installment of the final
destination film series.the movie is

directed by david r. ellis and written by
eric bress. the movie is the second sequel

in the series after final destination 2 in
2003. the movie is released in the year
2009 and it is the first time the series is

made in 3d.the movie is based on action,
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horror & thriller genre. the taglines of the
movie are written by josh howard. the

main role of the movie is played by nick
zano, krista allen, michael hall, don vanco
and andrew fiscella. the movie has been
released on the 29th august 2009. this

movie is released in the year 2009 and it
is the first sequel in the series after final

destination 2 in 2003. the movie is
released on the 29th august 2009.the

story is about a young girl called kimberly
who is driving to a getaway party with her

friends. one of her friends, sophie, is
scared to go because she had a dream
that she was going to be killed. when

they reach the party, they find out that
there was a highway accident and they
must help a truck driver who has been

stranded on the highway for a few days.
the young girl and her friends join the
driver and start looking for survivors. a

few days later, they are driving back and
the accident seems to be repeating itself
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